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materially cheaper than that now required, it would be but just and right to allow him the difference in the cost, since he had the right to suppose that the plans and specifications were in
accord.
When changes are introduced in the plans or specifications after the contract is let, such changes create a new contract, and as a matter of course there must be a new agreement
as to compensation.4 Without a special clause authorizing such changes neither party could change the terms of the contract against the will of the other without breaking it. Furthermore without some understanding as to how the compensation should
be determined for such change in plans or specifications, the party of the first part would be at the mercy of the contractor
in this matter, and he could charge an extravagant price for tiiich changes, and there would be no remedy. The following in t suitable clause, covering all these matters:
Said contractor also agrees that said chief engineer shall decide us to the meaning and intent of any portion of the fore** going specifications, or of the plans, where the same may he found obscure or in dispute ; ami said chief engineer shall have the right to correct any errors or omissions therein, when such corrections are necessary to the proper fulfillment of the intention of said plans and specifications; the action of such correction to date from the time .said chief engineer gives due notice* thereof. And it IK also agreed by said contractor that said boatd may, at any time, make any changes in the location, form, dimensions, grades, and alignments, and may make any variations in the quantity of the work to be done, a.s exhibited in the advertisement or notice of letting hereto attached, or in the iorm of proposal or bid for said work, and may entirely exclude any of the items of work relating to said quantities at. any time-, either before the commencement of the work, or during its progress, without thereby altering or invalidating any of the prices herein named, or this contract in any other respect; should such action diminish the amount of work that would otherwise be done, no claim shall be made for damages on the ground of loss of anticipated profits on work so dispensed with; and should such action be taker) after the commencement of any particular piece of work, and result thereby in extra cost to said contractor, said chief engineer shall certify to said board the amount to be allowed therefor, which he shall
*Sce See. SH ,\n to the relrasr of tin- stUTtirs by j»m:h change*, und the provisions for changes in the bomt itself, on p. 5<$.

